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Abstract—Let P be a fixed graph (hereafter called a
“pattern”), and let SUBGRAPH(P ) denote the problem of
deciding whether a given graph G contains a subgraph
isomorphic to P . We are interested in AC0-complexity of
this problem, determined by the smallest possible exponent
C(P ) for which SUBGRAPH(P ) possesses bounded-depth
circuits of size nC(P )+o(1). Motivated by the previous
research in the area, we also consider its “colorful” version
SUBGRAPHcol(P ) in which the target graph G is V (P )-
colored, and the average-case version SUBGRAPHave(P )
under the distribution G(n, n−θ(P )), where θ(P ) is the
threshold exponent of P . Defining Ccol(P ) and Cave(P )
analogously to C(P ), our main contributions can be
summarized as follows.
• Ccol(P ) coincides with the tree-width of the pattern

P within a logarithmic factor. This shows that the
previously known upper bound by Alon, Yuster, Zwick
[3] is almost tight.

• We give a characterization of Cave(P ) in purely combi-
natorial terms within a multiplicative factor of 2. This
shows that the lower bound technique of Rossman [21]
is essentially tight, for any pattern P whatsoever.

• We prove that if Q is a minor of P then
SUBGRAPHcol(Q) is reducible to SUBGRAPHcol(P ) via
a linear-size monotone projection. At the same time, we
show that there is no monotone projection whatsoever
that reduces SUBGRAPH(M3) to SUBGRAPH(P3 +M2)
(P3 is a path on 3 vertices, Mk is a matching with
k edges, and “+” stands for the disjoint union). This
result strongly suggests that the colorful version of
the subgraph isomorphism problem is much better
structured and well-behaved than the standard (worst-
case, uncolored) one.

I. INTRODUCTION

The subgraph isomorphism problem takes as its input

two graphs H and G and asks to determine whether

or not G contains a subgraph (not necessarily induced)

isomorphic to H . This is one of the most basic NP-

complete problems that includes CLIQUE and HAMIL-

TONIAN CYCLE as special cases, and little more can be

said about its complexity in full generality.

A significant body of research, motivated both by the

framework of parameterized complexity and practical

applications, has been devoted to the case when the

graph H is fixed and possesses some useful structure

(see e.g. the sources [3], [8], [16], [17] related to

the subject of our paper). To stress its nature in this

situation, the graph H is traditionally called a pattern
and designated by the letter P ; we also follow this

convention and denote by SUBGRAPH(P ) the corre-

sponding restriction of the general subgraph isomor-

phism problem.

The sources above (among many others!) provide

quite non-trivial improvements on the obvious size

bound O(n|V (P )|) in many cases of interest. But for

unconditional lower bounds we, given our current state

of knowledge, have to resort to restricted models, and,

indeed, a substantial amount of work has been done

here in the context of both bounded-depth circuits and

monotone circuits. In this paper we focus on the former

model.

As for upper bounds, it was observed by Amano [4]

that the color-coding algorithm by Alon, Yuster and

Zwick [3] can be adapted to our context and gives AC0

circuits for SUBGRAPH(P ) of size Õ(ntw(P )+1), where

tw(P ) is the treewidth of the pattern P . Our paper is

motivated by the following natural question: How tight
is this bound? Or, in other words,

Question 1. Is it possible to give good general lower
bounds on the AC0 complexity of SUBGRAPH(P ) in
terms of the treewidth of P only?

Prior to our work, Rossman [21] answered this ques-

tion in affirmative for the case of a k-clique by proving

a lower bound of Ω(nk/4) on the AC0 complexity

of SUBGRAPH(Kk). Generalizing Rossman’s method,

Amano [4] gave a general lower bound that holds

for arbitrary patterns P . It in particular implied an

nΩ(k) lower bound (and, thus, an affirmative answer to

Question 1) for the k × k grid Gk,k: this result is very

interesting since Gk,k is the “canonical” example of a

sparse graph with large treewidth.

Before discussing our results, it will be convenient
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to introduce the following handy notation: given a

pattern P , we let C(P ) be the minimal real number

c ≥ 0 for which SUBGRAPH(P ) is solvable on n-

vertex graphs by AC0 circuits of size nc+o(1). In this

notation, the previous results mentioned above can be

stated as C(P ) ≤ tw(P ) + 1 ([3], [4], P any pattern),

C(Kk) ≥ k/4 [21] and C(Gk,k) ≥ Ω(k) [4].

A. Our contributions.

We formulate explicitly and study two modifications

that already played a great role in the previous research.

The first of them is the colorful P -subgraph isomor-
phism problem, SUBGRAPHcol(P ), in which the target

graph G comes with a coloring χ : V (G) → V (P )
(that w.l.o.g. can and will be assumed to be a graph

homomorphism), and we are looking only for properly

colored P -subgraphs. Let Ccol(P ) be defined analo-

gously to C(P ). Then the very first thing done by

the algorithm of Alon, Yuster and Zwick is a simple

reduction from SUBGRAPH(P ) to SUBGRAPHcol(P )
thus establishing C(P ) ≤ Ccol(P ). After that they work

exclusively with the colorful version that leads to

C(P ) ≤ Ccol(P ) ≤ tw(P ) + 1.

We settle in the affirmative (up to a logarithmic fac-

tor) our motivating Question 1 for the colorful version

by proving the following

Theorem 1. Ccol(P ) ≥ Ω(tw(P )/ log tw(P )).

By previous work of Marx [16], it was known that

SUBGRAPHcol(P ) has no no(tw(P )/ log tw(P )) algorithm

unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails. Theorem

1 establishes the same lower bound unconditionally for

AC0 circuits. (We say more about Marx’s result and

related work of Alon and Marx [1] in Section VI.)

We show that the colorful version is quite well-

behaved by proving that it is minor-monotone: if Q
is a minor of P , then Ccol(Q) ≤ Ccol(P ) (Theorem

6).1 Whether a similar result holds for C(P ) is open,

but we give a strong evidence (Theorem 7) that even

if this is true, the proof will most likely require totally

different techniques. One possible interpretation is that

perhaps the colorful version is in fact a cleaner and more

natural model to study than the standard (uncolored)

version. We also observe that if the pattern P is a

core (i.e., every homomorphism from P to P is an

automorphism), then C(P ) = Ccol(P ) and thus our

1It is worth observing that this fact, along with the recent result [7]
by Chekura and Chuzhoy and Amano’s bound Ccol(Gk,k) ≥ Ω(k)
[4] already implies the weaker bound Ccol(P ) ≥ tw(P )Ω(1). But
the exponent given by this approach will be disappointingly small.

lower bound from Theorem 1 transfers to the uncolored

case. What happens to C(P ) at the opposite side of the

spectrum, say, for bipartite patterns P , remains wide

open.

All lower bounds surveyed above, including our proof

of Theorem 1, were actually achieved in the context of

average-case complexity. Prior to our work, the only

distribution that was considered for this purpose is

the Erdős-Rényi model G(n, n−θ(P )), where θ(P ) is

the uniquely defined threshold exponent for which the

probability of containing a copy of P is bounded away

from 0 and 1 (see [14] or Section II-B below). Accord-

ingly, we define Cave(P ) analogously to C(P ), but only

require that our circuit outputs the correct answer a.a.s.

(asymptotically almost surely) when the input is drawn

from G(n, n−θ(P )). Clearly, Cave(P ) ≤ C(P ) so the

whole picture now looks like

Cave(P ) ≤ C(P ) ≤ Ccol(P ) ≈ tw(P ),

where ≈ means approximation within a logarithmic

factor. Also, Cave(Kk) ≥ k/4 [21] and Cave(Gk,k)
≥ Ω(k) [4] where Kk is the complete graph on k
vertices and Gk,k is the k-by-k grid.

We explicitly define a combinatorial parameter κ(P )
and prove the following

Theorem 2. κ(P ) ≤ Cave(P ) ≤ 2κ(P ) +O(1).

In other words, we give lower and upper bounds on

the average-case AC0 complexity for an arbitrary pat-

tern P , matching within a quadratic factor. The proof of

Theorem 2 exploits a duality in the definition of κ(P ),
which has equivalent min-max and max-min formula-

tions (the former suited to upper bounds and the latter

to lower bounds). The lower bound Cave(P ) ≥ κ(P )
generalizes the proof of Cave(Kk) ≥ k/4 in Rossman

[21] and improves a previous lower bound of Amano

[4] for general patterns P . (A detailed comparison with

previous work is given in Section II-D following the

definition of κ(P ).)

Finally, let us say a few words about the proof

of Theorem 1. Itself a worst-case lower bound, it is

obtained as the maximum of a family of average-case

lower bounds with respect to P -colored random graphs.

These random graphs generalize Erdős-Rényi random

graphs in the P -colored setting by allowing different

edge probabilities according to the color classes of

vertices, and we believe that this generalization may be

of independent interest. Each P -colored random graph

in this family is parameterized by a point in a certain

convex polytope, denoted θcol(P ). We rely on results of

[9], [16] that characterize the treewidth of P in terms of
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the existence of a certain concurrent flow on P , which

we convert to a suitable point in θcol(P ).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II

we give the necessary definitions and preliminaries; in

particular, in Section II-C we present the parameters

κ(P ) and κcol(P ) that are our main technical tools in

this paper. Section III is devoted to the proof of Theorem

2, and it also paves way to the proof of Theorem 1 that,

up to a certain point, goes in parallel to the former.

The proof of Theorem 1 is completed in Section IV.

Section V contains structural results about the behavior

of SUBGRAPH(P ) and SUBGRAPHcol(P ) with respect

to minors and subgraphs. We conclude with a brief

discussion and list of open problems in Section VI.

II. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

Let [k] := {1, . . . , k}.
We start off with terminology and notation for graphs.

Throughout this paper, graphs are finite simple graphs

G = (V (G), E(G)) where E(G) is a subset of
(
V (G)

2

)
.

We often write v(G) for |V (G)| and e(G) for |E(G)|.
A graph H is a subgraph of G, denoted H ⊆ G, if

V (H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G). For arbitrary G and

H , G+H and G×H respectively denote the disjoint
union and Cartesian product of graphs G and H (where

E(G×H) := {{(v, v′), (w,w′)} : {v, w} ∈ E(G) and

{v′, w′} ∈ E(H)}).
A homomorphism from G to H is a function ϕ :

V (G) → V (H) such that {ϕ(v), ϕ(w)} ∈ E(H) for

all {v, w} ∈ E(G). A graph G is a core if every

homomorphism from G to G is an automorphism.

The treewidth of G is denoted by tw(G) (for the

definition and background, see e.g. [5]). Other relevant

facts about treewidth will be stated where needed.

Kk is a clique on k vertices, and Gk,k is a k × k
grid. These graphs have treewidth tw(Kk) = k− 1 and

tw(Gk,k) = k.

A. Subgraph Isomorphism Problems

Throughout this paper, the letters P represent arbi-

trary fixed graphs that should be intuitively thought of

as “patterns”. G stands for a (large) “input” graph for

the P -subgraph isomorphism problem. Subgraphs of G
(not necessarily induced) which are isomorphic to P
will be called P -subgraphs.

We also consider P -colored graphs, defined as pairs

(G,χ) where G is a graph and χ : V (G) → V (P ) is

a homomorphism. We usually suppress χ and simply

refer to G as P -colored graph. In this setting, given

a sub-pattern Q ⊆ P (not necessarily induced), a Q-
subgraph of G is a subgraph of G (again, not necessarily

induced) that is isomorphic to Q under χ (in particular,

its vertices are mapped bijectively to V (Q) via χ).

We consider two versions (“uncolored” and “col-

ored”) of the P -subgraph isomorphism problem:

• SUBGRAPH(P ) is the problem, given a graph G,

of determining whether or not G contains a P -

subgraph.

• SUBGRAPHcol(P ) is the problem, given a P -

colored graph (G,χ), of determining whether of

not G contains a (properly colored) P -subgraph.

This problem is also known in the literature as the

“partitioned” or “colorful” variant, and in this paper we

mostly adopt the latter term.

It will be convenient to introduce a notation for the

AC0 complexity of these problems.2

Definition 1. Let C(P ) (resp. Ccol(P )) denote the

minimum real number c > 0 such that SUBGRAPH(P )
(resp. SUBGRAPHcol(P )) is solvable (in the worst-case)

on n-vertex graphs by AC0 circuits of size3 O(nc+ε)
for every ε > 0.

Note that if SUBGRAPH(P ) is reducible to

SUBGRAPH(Q) via a linear monotone projection

then C(P ) ≤ C(Q), and this remains true if we add

the subscript col to both sides.

Lemma 1.
1) C(P ) ≤ Ccol(P ) ≤ tw(P ) + 1.
2) If P is a core, then C(P ) = Ccol(P ).

Proof: (1): The second inequality Ccol(P ) ≤
tw(P ) + 1 is by the color-coding algorithm of Alon,

Yuster and Zwick [3] (adapted to the P -colored setting),

which can be implemented in AC0 as observed by

Amano [4]. The first inequality C(P ) ≤ Ccol(P ) is

also implicitly proved there by reducing SUBGRAPH(P )
to SUBGRAPHcol(P ): the reduction searches through

logarithmically many different colorings χ1, χ2, · · · :
V (G) → V (P ) of the same target graph G, picked at

random. An easy counting argument shows that a.a.s.

every P -subgraph of G will be properly colored with

respect to at least one of the colorings χi.

(2): This observation goes back at least to Grohe

[10]. If P is a core, then (G,χ) �→ G is a reduction

from SUBGRAPHcol(P ) to SUBGRAPH(P ). To see why,

it suffices to show that every P -subgraph of G is

properly colored with respect to every homomorphism

2Recall that AC0 is the class of problems solvable by polynomial-
size constant-depth boolean circuits with unbounded fan-in. Unifor-
mity issues do not play any role in this paper.

3In this paper, the size of all constant-depth circuits is measured
by the number of gates.
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χ : G → P . Suppose H is a P -subgraph of G.

Then H = ϕ(P ) for some one-to-one homomorphism

ϕ : P → G. Since P is a core, the homomorphism

χ ◦ ϕ : P → P is an automorphism of P . It follows

that the homomorphism χ|V (H) : H → P is one-to-one.

Since |E(H)| = |E(P )|, it must be an isomorphism,

that is H is properly colored with respect to χ.

B. The Average Case

We now define the random graphs which appear

in our average-case lower bounds for SUBGRAPH(P )
and SUBGRAPHcol(P ). In the uncolored setting, we

consider the Erdős-Rényi random graph G(n, p(n)) for

an appropriately chosen threshold function p(n). Also,

in what follows we assume that P is non-empty, that is

contains at least one edge.

Definition 2.
(i) The threshold exponent of P is defined by θ(P ) :=

minQ⊆P v(Q)/e(Q).
(ii) P is balanced if v(P )/e(P ) = θ(P ).

(iii) P is strictly balanced if v(Q)/e(Q) > θ(P ) for

every nonempty proper subgraph Q ⊂ P .

(iv) Let Bal(P ) :=
⋃{Q ⊆ P : v(Q)/e(Q) = θ(P )}.

Lemma 2.
1) P is balanced if and only if P = Bal(P ).
2) Bal(P ) is balanced and θ(Bal(P )) = θ(P ).

The elementary proof is included in the full paper.

Recall that G(n, p) is the Erdős-Rényi random graph

with vertex set [n], in which each e ∈ (
[n]
2

)
occurs

as an edge independently with probability p. The next

lemma states that p = n−θ(P ) is a threshold func-

tion for SUBGRAPH(P ) and that detecting P -subgraphs

on G(n, n−θ(P )) is equivalent to detecting Bal(P )-
subgraphs.

Lemma 3.
1) Pr[G(n, n−θ(P )) has a P -subgraph ] is bounded

away from 0 and 1.
2) Asymptotically almost surely, if G(n, n−θ(P )) con-

tains a Bal(P )-subgraph, then it contains a P -
subgraph.

Lemma 3(1) is a standard fact about random graphs

(see [14]); Lemma 3(2) was proved in [6].

With slight abuse of notation, we denote by

SUBGRAPHave(P ) the algorithmic problem of solving

SUBGRAPH(P ) on G(n, n−θ(P )) correctly a.a.s, that

is with probability that tends to 1 as n tends to ∞.

(We remark that our results are unchanged if n−θ(P )

is replaced by any other threshold function p(n) ∈
Θ(n−θ(P )).) Similarly to Definition 1, let Cave(P ) be

the smallest c > 0 for which this problem can be solved

by AC0-circuits of size nc+o(1).

Remark 1. Obviously, Cave(P ) ≤ C(P ), but the gap

between them can be arbitrarily large. Assume e.g. that

P = K4 + Gk,k where k → ∞. Then Bal(P ) =
K4 and thus Lemma 3(2) implies that Cave(P ) =
Cave(K4) ≤ 4. On the other hand, SUBGRAPH(Gk,k)
is reduced to SUBGRAPH(P ) via an obvious linear

monotone projection that takes G to K4+G. This proves

C(P ) ≥ C(Gk,k) ≥ Ω(k) by the result from [4].

One might argue that this example is not “fair”

since it heavily exploits the fact that the pattern P
is highly unbalanced. It is, however, possible to give

nearly the same separation (albeit, more complicated)

with a strictly balanced pattern P . Say, let d > 0 be

a sufficiently large constant, and V (P ) = [k], where

k � d. We start building E(P ) with the clique on the

set [d], and then for every i ∈ {d + 1, . . . , k} pick at

random d different vertices j1, . . . , jd < i and add all

d edges {jν , i}. Then P will be strictly balanced, and

randomness in selecting the edges will imply that a.a.s.

tw(P ) ≥ Ω(k) and that P is a core. Given these facts,

the bounds Cave(P ) ≤ O(d) and C(P ) ≥ Ω(k/ log k)
readily follow from the main results of our paper.

We now move onto the notion of average-case com-

plexity for SUBGRAPHcol(P ). In contrast to the uncol-

ored setting, there is no single most obvious distribution

on P -colored random graphs. Instead, we consider a

family of P -colored random graphs, denoted Gα,β(n),
which are parameterized by certain pairs of functions

α : V (P ) → [0, 1] and β : E(P ) → [0, 2] called

“threshold pairs”. (Note: Unlike G(n, p), the vertex set

of Gα,β(n) is not [n], but rather consists of |V (P )|
disjoint parts of different sizes.)

Definition 3. (P -colored random graph Gα,β(n))
(i) A threshold pair for P is a pair (α, β) of functions

α : V (P ) → [0, 1] and β : E(P ) → [0, 2] such

that

• α(P ) = β(P ),
• α(Q) ≥ β(Q) for all Q ⊆ P ,

where α(Q) :=
∑

v∈V (Q) α(v) and β(Q) :=∑
e∈E(Q) β(e).

(ii) θcol(P ) denotes the set of threshold pairs for P .

Note that θcol(P ) is a polytope in R
V (P )∪E(P ) and

its section {β : (1, β) ∈ θcol(P )} is a polytope in

R
E(P ). We view elements of θcol(P ) as the “P -

colored” analogue of θ(P ).
(iii) We say that (α, β) ∈ θcol(P ) is strictly balanced

if α(Q) > β(Q) for every nonempty proper

subgraph Q ⊂ P .
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(iv) For all (α, β) ∈ θcol(P ), let Gα,β(n) denote

the random graph with vertex set Vα(n) :=
{(v, i) : v ∈ V (P ), 1 ≤ i ≤ nα(v)�} where

each {(v, i), (w, j)} with {v, w} ∈ E(P ) is an

edge, independently, with probability n−β({v,w}).
The P -coloring of Gα,β(n) is the obvious one:

(v, i) �→ v.

Remark 2. Note that if P is a balanced pat-

tern, then the pair of constant functions (α ≡
1, β ≡ θ(P )) is a threshold pair for P ; more-

over, P is strictly balanced if and only if this

(α, β) is strictly balanced. For general (not neces-

sary balanced) P , we consider functions α(v) :=
1v∈V (Bal(P )) and β(e) := θ(P )·1e∈E(Bal(P )). This

threshold pair corresponds to the (uncolored, average-

case) problem SUBGRAPHave(P ) (i.e. the average-case

behavior of SUBGRAPH(P ) on G(n, n−θ(P )) parallels

SUBGRAPHcol(P ) on Gα,β(n)). Thus, Definition 3 is

indeed a generalization of the threshold exponent, and

the following lemma makes the analogy even more

clear.

Lemma 4. For every pattern P and threshold pair
(α, β) ∈ θcol(P ),

lim
n→∞Pr[Gα,β(n) contains a P -subgraph ] ∈ (0, 1).

See the full paper for a detailed analysis of the

asymptotic distribution of P -subgraphs in Gα,β(n),
including a proof of Lemma 4. (In the case of strictly

balanced (α, β), it is shown that the number of P -

subgraphs is asymptotically distributed according to the

Poisson distribution Po(1).)
In the context of SUBGRAPHcol(P ), we speak of

the average-case complexity with respect to Gα,β(P ),
meaning the size of an AC0 circuit which solves

SUBGRAPHcol(P ) on Gα,β(P ) with probability that

tends to 1 as n tends to ∞. We do not introduce any

special notation like Cα,β(P ) as this concept is intended

to be auxiliary.

C. Parameters κ(P ) and κcol(P )

We now introduce the parameters κ(P ) and κcol(P )
which figure in our lower bounds. The definitions,

which might appear unmotivated at first glance, are

derived from the lower bound technique of [21], which

we explain in the next section.

Definition 4. (Union sequences and hitting sets)
A union sequence for P is a sequence Q1, . . . , Qt

of subgraphs of P such that Qt = P and for all

1 ≤ k ≤ t, either Qk is a single vertex or a single

edge or Qk = Qi ∪ Qj for some 1 ≤ i < j < k. A

hitting set for union sequences (or hitting set for short)

is a set H of subgraphs of P such that H contains at

least one element from every union sequence.

Definition 5. (Parameters κ(P ), κα,β(P ), κcol(P ))
(i) If P is balanced, then κ(P ) is defined by

κ(P ) := min
union seq. Q1,...,Qt

max
i∈[t]

v(Qi)−θ(P )e(Qi).

If P is not balanced, then κ(P ) := κ(Bal(P )).
(ii) For (α, β) ∈ θcol(P ), let

κα,β(P ) := min
union seq. Q1,...,Qt

max
i∈[t]

α(Qi)− β(Qi).

(iii) Let κcol(P ) := max
(α,β)∈θcol(P )

κα,β(P ).

Remark 3. Later on we will see that in this definition

we could restrict ourselves to threshold pairs with

α ≡ 1, But since arbitrary threshold pairs appear quite

naturally in our lower bound proofs, we prefer to give

this more general definition at once.

The next lemma is key to linking our upper and

lower bounds on the average-case AC0 complexity of

SUBGRAPH(P ).

Lemma 5. (Dual form of κ(P ) and κα,β(P ))
1) If P is balanced, then

κ(P ) = max
H

min
Q∈H

v(Q)− θ(P )e(Q),

where H ranges over hitting sets for P .
2) Similarly, for all (α, β) ∈ θcol(P ),

κα,β(P ) = max
H

min
Q∈H

α(Q)− β(Q).

Proof: The argument is the same for (1) and (2).

Let f(Q) := v(Q)−θ(P )e(Q) (the proof works for any

real-valued objective function). First, we will prove that

maxHminQ∈H f(Q) ≤ κ(P ). Since H is a hitting set,

for any union sequence {Qi}, there exists some Qi ∈ H.

It follows that minQ∈H f(Q) ≤ maxi f(Qi), and thus

minQ∈H f(Q) ≤ κ(P ) as {Qi} is taken arbitrarily.

On the other hand, let us prove κ(P ) ≤
maxHminQ∈H f(Q). Enumerate all union sequences

{Q(j)
i }, j = 1, 2, . . . (each {Q(j)

i } is a finite sequence).

For each j, take the subgraph S(j) in {Q(j)
i } with

maximal f(Q
(j)
i ). Let S = {S(1), S(2), . . .}. It is easily

seen that S is a hitting set, as every union sequence has

some element in it. By definition,

max
H

min
Q∈H

f(Q) ≥ min
S(j)∈S

f(S(j))

= min
j

max
i

f(P
(j)
i ) = κ(P ),

which completes the proof.
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D. Comparison with previous work

The dual (max-min) expression for κ(P ) given by

Lemma 5(1) is naturally suited to lower bounds. It is this

dual version of κ(P ) which we use to prove Cave(P ) ≥
κ(P ) in the next section. This dual expression, which

maximizes over hitting sets for a pattern P , comes from

generalizing Rossman’s proof of Cave(Kk) ≥ k/4 [21].

Previous work of Amano [4] also generalizes the

technique of [21] to obtain a lower bound Cave(P ) ≥
	(P ) for general patterns P . The function 	(P ) defined

by Amano (which is denoted Z�
P in [4]) is similar to the

dual expression for κ(P ), except it restricts attention to

hitting sets of a particular form:

	(P ) := max
s : 2≤s≤v(P )

min
Q⊆P : s/2<v(Q)≤s

v(Q)−θ(P )e(Q).

Clearly, 	(P ) ≤ κ(P ) for all patterns P . In some

cases of interest, such as grid Gk,k, Amano shows that

	(Gk,k) = Ω(k). However, 	(P ) is slack in general

(for example, 	(Kk) = 2k/9 + O(1) while κ(Kk) =
k/4 +O(1)). A key insight of the present paper is that

the stronger parameter κ(P ) leads to upper bounds on

Cave(P ) which are tight within a multiplicative constant.

(The primal (min-max) expression for κ(P ) given by

Definition 5 is naturally suited to upper bounds.)

Another result of Amano [4] is a construction of

nearly optimal AC0 circuits for the average-case k-

clique problem, which match the lower bound of [21]

by showing Cave(Kk) ≤ k/4 + O(1). Nakagawa and

Watanabe [18] observed that Amano’s construction gen-

eralizes to an upper bound Cave(P ) ≤ u(P ) + O(1)
where u(P ) is defined by

u(P ) := min
linear orderings

v1<···<vk of V (P )

max
j∈[k]

j− θ(P )e({v1, . . . , vj})

and e({v1, . . . , vi}) is the number of edges in P among

vertices v1, . . . , vi. This parameter u(P ) is similar to

the definition of κ(P ), except that u(P ) is restricted

to union sequences Q1, . . . , Qt where |V (Qi+1) \
V (Qi)| ≤ 1. Thus, u(P ) ≥ κ(P ). However, in contrast

to κ(P ), Nakagawa and Watanabe showed that u(P )
is not bounded by any function of Cave(P ): there is a

sequence of patterns P1, P2, . . . with Cave(Pi) = O(1)
while limi u(Pi) =∞.

In summary, our bounds κ(P ) ≤ Cave(P ) ≤ 2κ(P )+
O(1) (Theorem 2) both achieve a tighter generalization

of [21] and close the (arbitrarily large) gap between the

previous bounds 	(P ) ≤ Cave(P ) ≤ u(P )+O(1) of [4],

[18]. Our results on Ccol(P ), including the definitions

of θcol(P ) and κcol(P ), are completely new to this paper

(the colored setting was not considered in [4], [18],

[21]).

III. AVERAGE-CASE AC0 COMPLEXITY

In this section, we prove Theorem 2 (κ(P ) ≤
Cave(P ) ≤ 2κ(P ) + O(1)), which gives a com-

binatorial characterization of the AC0-complexity of

SUBGRAPHave(P ) up to a quadratic factor. More gen-

erally, we prove a family of average-case lower and

upper bounds for the average-case colorful P -subgraph

isomorphism problem:

Theorem 3. For every pattern P and (α, β) ∈ θcol(P ),
the average-case AC0-complexity of SUBGRAPHcol(P )
on the P -colored random graph Gα,β(n) is between
nκα,β(P )−o(1) and n2κα,β(P )+O(1).

Rather than proving Theorem 2 and Theorem 3

separately, to avoid redundancy we present a proof of

the latter only. For balanced P the proof of Theorem 2

looks exactly like the proof of Theorem 3 in the special

case where α ≡ 1 and β ≡ θ(P ) (see Remark 2). The

general case is reduced to the balanced one since for

an arbitrary pattern P we have κ(P ) = κ(Bal(P )) (by

definition of κ(P )) and Cave(P ) = Cave(Bal(P )) (by

Lemma 3).

Theorem 3 plays a key role in our other main result,

Theorem 1 (the worst-case lower bound Ccol(P ) ≥
Ω(tw(P )/ log tw(P ))). Since the worst-case AC0-

complexity of SUBGRAPHcol(P ) is lower-bounded by

the average-case AC0-complexity of SUBGRAPHcol(P )
on Gα,β(n) for every (α, β) ∈ θcol(P ), Theorem 3

directly implies:

Corollary 1. Ccol(P ) ≥ κcol(P ).

In Section IV, we will show that κcol(P ) ≥
Ω(tw(P )/ log tw(P )); together with Corollary 1, this

proves Theorem 1. The remainder of this section con-

tains the proof of Theorem 3. The n2κα,β(P )+O(1) upper

bound is proved in Section III-A, below. See the full

paper for the proof (generalizing [21]) of the matching

nκα,β(P )−o(1) lower bound.

A. Proof of Theorem 3 (Upper Bound)

Fix a pattern P and a threshold pair (α, β) ∈ θcol(P ).
For a P -colored graph G and Q ⊆ P , let sub(Q,G)
denote the number of (properly colored) Q-subgraphs

of G. We write G for the P -colored random graph

Gα,β(n). Note that E[ sub(Q,G) ] ≤ nα(Q)−β(Q).

Let Gα,β(n) denote the support of G, that is, the class

of P -colored graphs with vertex set Vα(n) := {(v, i) :
v ∈ V (P ), 1 ≤ i ≤ nα(v)�} and the vertex-coloring

(v, i) �→ v. Let G′α,β(n) denote the set of G ∈ Gα,β(n)
such that sub(Q,G) ≤ nα(Q)−β(Q)+1 for all Q ⊆ P .
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The next lemma says that G is extremely unlikely

to contain significantly more than nα(Q)−β(Q) Q-

subgraphs for any Q ⊆ P . It is proved by a straightfor-

ward application of Markov’s inequality.

Lemma 6. Pr[G /∈ G′α,β(n) ] = o(1).

We wish to construct a deterministic AC0-circuit C
which solves SUBGRAPHcol(P ) correctly on G with

probability 1 − o(1). We will invert the role of ran-

domness and instead construct a random AC0-circuit

C which solves SUBGRAPHcol(P ) correctly with prob-

ability 1− o(1) on every G ∈ G′α,β(n). That is, we will

show

Lemma 7. There exists a random AC0 circuit C of size
n2κα,β(P )+O(1) and depth O(e(P )) such that for every
G ∈ G′α,β(n),

Pr[C(G) = 1⇔ sub(P,G) ≥ 1 ] = 1− o(1).

The upper bound of Theorem 3 follows as a corollary

of Lemmas 6 and 7.

Proposition 1. There exists a AC0 circuit C of size
n2κα,β(P )+O(1) such that

Pr[C(G) = 1⇔ sub(P,G) ≥ 1 ] = 1− o(1).

Proof: Lemmas 6 and 7 imply that Pr[C(G) =
1 ⇔ sub(P,G) ≥ 1 ] = 1 − o(1). Now Proposition

1 follows by a straightforward application of Yao’s

Principle [23].

The random circuit C: It remains to define the

randomized AC0-algorithm solving SUBGRAPHcol(P )
with high probability on every G ∈ G′α,β(n). We first

describe the algorithm informally. We then check that

this algorithm can be implemented by circuits of size

n2κα,β(P )+O(1) and depth O(e(P )).
By definition of κα,β(P ), there exists a union se-

quence Q1, . . . , Qt with Qt = P such that κα,β(P ) =
maxi∈[t](α(Qi)−β(Qi)). The idea behind the algorithm

is simple: given a graph G ∈ G′α,β(n) (the input), we

will compute a sequence L1, . . . , Lt of lists, where Lk

contains all of the Qk-subgraphs of G (with high proba-

bility). The list Lk will contain nα(Qk)−β(Qk)+O(1) en-

tries (enough to accommodate all of the Qk-subgraphs

in G). Many entries in Lk will be blank (signified by

∅); by construction, every non-blank entry of Lk will

contain the description of a Qk-subgraph of G (as a

string of length α(Qk) log n). Note that blank and non-

blank entries in Lk will in general be interleaved (as

AC0 is not powerful enough to sort them).

Some notation: we write 	k for the number of entries

in the list Lk. For a ∈ [	k], we write Lk(a) for the

contents of the ath entry in Lk (either ∅ or a Qk-

subgraph of G). We say that Lk is good (with respect to

G and the randomness of the algorithm) if Lk contains

all Qk-subgraphs of G exactly once.

Lists L1, . . . , Lt are computed, in order, as follows.

For k ∈ [t], assume that L1, . . . , Lk−1 have been

computed and are good. In the case that Qk is a single

edge of P , let Lk have 	k = nα(Qk) entries, indexed by

the potential Qk-subgraphs of G. For a ∈ [	k], the ath

entry Lk(a) will contain the ath potential Qk-subgraph

iff it is a Qk subgraph of G; otherwise Lk(a) is blank.

Clearly Lk is good.

If Qk is not a single edge, then by the definition of

union sequence, Qk = Qi∪Qj for some 1 ≤ i < j < k.

We compute Lk in three steps as follows.

1: Let Mk be the 	i × 	j array where, for a ∈ [	i]
and b ∈ [	j ], the entry Mk(a, b) contains the graph

Li(a) ∪ Lj(b) if this is a valid Qk-subgraph (i.e.

Li(a) and Lj(b) are consistent on V (Qi)∩V (Qj));
otherwise, Mk(a, b) is empty. (Note that, since Li

and Lj are good, Mk contains each Qk-subgraph of

G exactly once.)

2: We hash Mk down to a smaller number of entries

to obtain the list Lk. Let Supp(Mk) ⊆ [	i] × [	j ]
denote the set of nonempty entries of Mk. Let

mk := nα(Qk)−β(Qk)+1 and note that mk ≥
#{Qk-subgraphs of G} = |Supp(Mk)|. Let hk be

a uniform random function hk : [	i] × [	j ] → [mk].
(Restricted to the ≤ mk nonempty entries of Mk,

this gives a uniform random packing of ≤ mk balls

into mk bins.)

3: Let 	k := mk lnmk. Indexing entries of Lk by pairs

(p, q) ∈ [mk]×[lnmk] (rather than elements of [	k]),
let Lk(p, q) contain the qth element of h−1

k (p) ∩
Supp(Mk) if |h−1

k (p)∩ Supp(Mk)| ≥ q; otherwise,

let Lk(p, q) be blank. (Note that Lk is good if, and

only if,
∧

p∈[mk]
|h−1

k (p) ∩ Supp(Mk)| ≤ lnmk.)

After computing the final list Lt, the algorithm outputs

1 iff Lt has non-blank entries. Note that the output of

the algorithm will be correct provided Lt is good.

Due to page limitations, we omit the analysis of the

success probability of this algorithm and its implemen-

tation on AC0 circuits of size n2κα,β(P )+O(1). (See the

full paper for details.)

IV. BOUNDS ON κcol(P )

In this section, we give upper and lower bounds on

the parameter κcol(P ) for arbitrary patterns P .

Proposition 2. κcol(P ) ≤ tw(P ) + 1.

The proof (included in the full paper) actually shows
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that κcol(P ) ≤ bw(P ) (the branch-width of P ); it is

well-known that bw(P ) ≤ tw(P ) + 1 (see [20]).

Theorem 4. κcol(P ) ≥ Ω(tw(P )/ log tw(P )).

Theorem 4, in conjunction with Corollary 1

(Ccol(P ) ≥ κcol(P )), directly implies one of our main

results: Ccol(P ) ≥ Ω(tw(P )/ log tw(P )) (Theorem

1). Our second lower bound on κcol(P ) (Theorem 5,

stated in Section IV-A) eliminates the log-factor loss

in Theorem 4 in the case that P is a constant-degree

expander.

The proof of Theorem 4 uses a characterization of

treewidth from Marx [16] (based on results of Feige et

al [9]): for every P with tw(P ) = k, there is a subset

W ⊆ V (P ) of size |W | = Ω(k) and a concurrent flow

on P which routes Ω(1/k log k) flow between every

pair of distinct vertices in W (Lemma 10). Given such

a concurrent flow on P , we construct a corresponding

threshold pair (α, β) ∈ θcol(P ) and show that κα,β(P )
gives the desired bound.

Definition 6.
(i) Let Paths(P ) denote the set of paths in P (i.e.

subgraphs of P isomorphic to an (undirected,

simple) path of length ≥ 1).

(ii) Let Flows(P ) denote the set of concurrent flows
on P with node-capacity 1, that is, functions f :
Paths(P ) → [0, 1] such that for all v ∈ V (P ),∑

π∈Paths(P ) : v∈V (π) f(π) ≤ 1.

(iii) For f ∈ Flows(P ) and two distinct vertices

v, w, we let f(v, w) := f({v}, {w}). For disjoint

S, T ⊆ V (P ), let f(S, T ) :=
∑

v∈V,w∈T f(v, w).
(iv) For π ∈ Paths(P ), define (απ, βπ) ∈ θcol(P ) by

απ(v) :=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
2 if v is an endpoint of π,

1 if v is an interior vertex of π,

0 if v /∈ V (π),

βπ(e) :=

{
1 if e ∈ E(π),

0 if e /∈ E(π).

(v) For f ∈ Flows(P ), define αf : V (P )→ [0, 1] and

βf : E(P )→ [0, 2] by

αf (v) :=
∑

π∈Paths(P ) f(π) · απ(v),

βf (e) :=
∑

π∈Paths(P ) f(π) · βπ(e).

Lemma 8. (αf , βf ) ∈ θcol(P ) for all f ∈ Flows(P ).

Proof: Clearly, απ(P ) = βπ(P ) (= |E(π)|) and

απ(Q) ≥ βπ(Q) for all Q ⊆ P and π ∈ Paths(P ).
(αf , βf ) ∈ θcol(P ) follows by convexity.

Lemma 9. For all Q ⊆ P and f ∈ Flows(P ),

αf (Q)− βf (Q) ≥ 1
2f(V (Q), V (Q)).

Proof: We have f(S, T ) =
∑

π∈Paths(P ) f(π) ·
π(S, T ) where

π(S, T ) :=

{
1 if π has endpoints in S and T ,

0 otherwise.

Therefore, it suffices to show, for all π ∈ Paths(P ), that

(1) απ(Q)− βπ(Q) ≥ 1
2π(V (Q), V (Q)).

If both endpoints of π belong to the same set among

V (Q), V (Q), then 1
2π(V (Q), V (Q)) = 0 while

απ(Q) − βπ(Q) ≥ 0 by Lemma 8 (since (απ, βπ) ∈
θcol(P )); so (1) holds. On the other hand, if π has

one endpoint in V (Q) and another in V (Q), then
1
2π(V (Q), V (Q)) = 1

2 , while απ(Q) − βπ(Q) equals
1
2 times the number of edges of π that cross between

V (Q) and V (Q); this number is at least 1, so again (1)

holds.

Our lower bound on κcol(P ) relies on a characteriza-

tion of treewidth in terms of concurrent flows:

Lemma 10 ([9], [16]). If P has treewidth k, then there
exist W ⊆ V (P ) with |W | ≥ 2k/3 and f ∈ Flows(P )
such that f(v, w) ≥ 1/ck log k for all distinct v, w ∈W
where c > 0 is a universal constant.

Proof of Theorem 4: Suppose tw(P ) = k and

fix W ⊆ V (P ) and f ∈ Flows(P ) as in the Lemma

10. Let H be the set of subgraphs Q ⊆ P such that

2k/9 ≤ |W ∩V (Q)| ≤ 4k/9. Clearly H is a hitting set

for P (i.e. every union sequence for P contains a graph

in this set). For every Q ∈ H, we have

αf (Q)− βf (Q) ≥ 1
2f(W ∩ V (Q),W \ V (Q))

≥ 1
2ck log k |W ∩ V (Q)| · |W \ V (Q)|

≥ 4k
81c log k .

Therefore, κcol(P ) ≥ καf ,βf
(P ) = Ω(k/ log k).

A. Tight lower bound for expanders

We give a second lower bound on κcol(P ) in terms of

edge expansion, which eliminates the log-factor loss in

Theorem 4 in the case that P is an expander such as Kk

or Gk,k. Let Δ(P ) denote the maximum degree of P .

For S ⊆ V (P ), let eP (S, S) := |{{v, w} ∈ E(P ) : v ∈
S and w ∈ V (P ) \ S}|. Recall that the edge expansion
of P is defined by

h(P ) := min
S : ∅⊂S⊂V (P )

eP (S,S)

min{|S|,|S|} .
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Theorem 5. κcol(P ) ≥ h(P )|V (P )|
3Δ(P ) .

Proof: Define β : E(P )→ [0, 2] by

β({v, w}) := 1
dP (v) +

1
dP (w)

and note that (1, β) ∈ θcol(P ). Consider the hitting set

H consisting of subgraphs Q ⊆ P such that 1
3 |V (P )| ≤

|V (Q)| ≤ 2
3 |V (P )|. For every Q ∈ H, we have

|V (Q)| − β(Q) =
∑

v∈V (Q)

(
1− dQ(v)

dP (v)

)
≥ 1

Δ(P )

∑
v∈V (Q)

(
dP (v)− dQ(v)

)
= eP (V (Q),V (Q))

Δ(P )

≥ h(P )min{|V (Q)|,|V (P )|−|V (Q)|}
Δ(P )

≥ h(P )|V (P )|
3Δ(P ) .

Completing the proof,

κcol(P ) ≥ κ1,β(P ) ≥ min
Q∈H

|V (Q)|−β(Q) ≥ h(P )|V (P )|
3Δ(P ) .

V. MINOR-MONOTONICITY AND MONOTONE

PROJECTIONS

See the full paper for proofs of the two results in this

section.

Definition 7. Let I, J be arbitrary sets.

(i) For a function p : J → I∪{0, 1} and x ∈ {0, 1}I ,

we write p∗(x) for the unique y ∈ {0, 1}J such

that yj = xp(j) if p(j) ∈ I , and yj = p(j) if

p(j) ∈ {0, 1}.
(ii) For boolean functions f : {0, 1}I → {0, 1} and

g : {0, 1}J → {0, 1}, we say that f is reducible
via a monotone projection to g, denoted f ≤mp g,

if there exists p : J → I∪{0, 1} such that f(x) =
g(p∗(x)) for all x ∈ {0, 1}I .

Any decision problem L can be represented as a

sequence of Boolean functions {Ln} in n variables.

We say that L1 is reducible via a monotone projection
to another decision problem L2 if for any n there

exists m(n) such that Ln
1 ≤mp Lm(n)

2 . If in addition

m(n) ≤ O(n), we call this projection linear.

Recall that a minor of a graph P is any graph that can

be obtained from P by a sequence of vertex deletions,

edge deletions, and edge contractions. A real-valued

graph parameter f is minor-monotone if f(P ′) ≤ f(P )
whenever P ′ is a minor of P .

Theorem 6. κcol(P ) and Ccol(P ) are minor-monotone.
Moreover, Ccol(P ) is minor-monotone via linear mono-
tone projections.

In contrast to the colorful setting, we also show

(in the uncolored setting) that there is no monotone

projection whatsoever that reduces SUBGRAPH(M3) to

SUBGRAPH(P3+M2) (where P3 is a path on 3 vertices

and Mk is a matching with k edges). While it remains an

open problem whether C(P ) is minor-monotone under

general AC0 reductions, this result strongly suggests

that the colorful version of the subgraph isomorphism

problem is much better structured and well-behaved

than the standard (uncolored) one.

Theorem 7. SUBGRAPH(M3) is not a monotone pro-
jection of SUBGRAPH(P3 +M2).

VI. CONCLUSION

With the results of this paper, the state of knowledge

on the average/worst-case AC0 complexity of the un-

colored/colorful P -subgraph isomorphism problem now

stands:

Ω( tw(P )
log tw(P ) ) ≤ κcol(P ) ≤ Ccol(P ) ≤ tw(P ) + 1

≤

C(P )

≤

κ(P ) ≤ Cave(P ) ≤ 2κ(P ) +O(1).

We have examples showing that the gap between

Cave(P ) and C(P ) (i.e. the average-case vs. worst-case

AC0 complexity of SUBGRAPH(P )) can be arbitrarily

large (see Remark 1). We do not know of any gap

between C(P ) and Ccol(P ). More broadly, we can ask

whether C(P ) is bounded below by any function of

tw(P ). Restating Question 1 from the introduction:

Question 1. Is it possible to give general lower bounds
on the worst-case AC0 complexity of SUBGRAPH(P )
(uncolored P -subgraph isomorphism) in terms of the
treewidth of P only?

When P is a core, we know that C(P ) = Ccol(P ) =
Θ̃(tw(P )). At the opposite end of the spectrum, Ques-

tion 1 is wide open for bipartite patterns P .

The next two questions seek to improve the parame-

ters in our main results.

Question 2. Can the upper bound Cave(P ) ≤ 2κ(P )+
O(1) of Theorem 2 be improved to κ(P ) +O(1)?

Question 3. Can the log tw(P ) factor can be elimi-
nated from our lower bounds on κcol(P ) (Theorem 1)
or Ccol(P )?

We are able to answer Question 3 affirmatively in

the special case where P is a constant-degree expander

(Theorem 5).
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Another question raised by this work is whether the

AC0 complexity of SUBGRAPH(P ) is monotone with

respect to minors or subgraphs. In contrast to the color-

ful setting, we showed that monotone projections (the

simplest form of reduction) fail to give any reduction

whatsoever from SUBGRAPH(Q) to SUBGRAPH(P ),
even when Q is only a subgraph of P .

Question 4. Is C(P ) (even approximately) minor-
monotone or monotone under subgraphs?

In particular, if Q is a minor (or subgraph) of

P , is there a reduction from SUBGRAPH(Q) to

SUBGRAPH(P ) by AC0-circuits of size O(nc) for a

constant c independent of P and Q? That would imply

C(Q) ≤ O(C(P )); currently we do not know if C(Q)
can be bounded by any function in C(P ).

Finally, it would be interesting to investigate the

relationship between κcol(P ) and the complexity of

SUBGRAPHcol(P ) beyond AC0. In particular, we recall

the result of Marx [16] that SUBGRAPHcol(P ) has no

no(tw(P )/ log tw(P ))-time algorithm unless the Exponen-

tial Time Hypothesis (ETH) fails. Follow-up work of

Alon and Marx [1] looked at the question of removing

the log tw(P ) factor loss in the exponent of this result

(toward the goal of showing that nΘ(tw(P )) is the true

complexity of SUBGRAPHcol(P ), at least assuming the

ETH). Alon and Marx specifically identified constant-

degree expanders as a case where “substantially dif-

ferent methods” are needed to eliminate the log tw(P )
factor loss incurred by the reduction of [16]. In light

of our lower bounds Ccol(P ) ≥ κcol(P ) = Ω(|V (P )|)
when P is a constant-degree expander, it becomes

interesting to ask:

Question 5. Can it be shown that SUBGRAPHcol(P )
has no no(κcol(P ))-time algorithm unless the ETH fails?
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